The short-sequence designs of isochores from the human genome
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The human genome, a typical mammalian genome, is made up of long (~1-Mb, on average) regions, the isochores, that are fairly homogeneous in base composition and belong in five families characterized by different GC levels. An analysis of di- and tri-nucleotide densities in the isochores from the five families has shown large differences. These different “short-sequence designs” (i) account for the fractionation of human DNA (and vertebrate DNA in general) when using sequence-specific ligands in density gradients, (ii) are very similar in whole isochores and in the corresponding intergenic sequences and introns, (iii) are reflected in different codon usages, (iv) lead to amino acid differences that increase the thermal stability of the proteins encoded by genes located in increasingly GC-rich isochores families, and (v) correspond to different chromatin structures.

Forty years ago, the complete separation of major satellites from the “main-band” DNAs of mouse and guinea pig was achieved by ultracentrifugation in Cs2SO4/Ag+ density gradient (1). The two satellites differed by only 3% GC (molar fraction of guanine and cytosine in DNA), yet the mouse satellite was (1). The two satellites differed by only 3% GC (molar fraction of guanine and cytosine in DNA), yet the mouse satellite was (1). The two satellites differed by only 3% GC (molar fraction of guanine and cytosine in DNA), yet the mouse satellite was (1). The two satellites differed by only 3% GC (molar fraction of guanine and cytosine in DNA), yet the mouse satellite was

finding purported to put in question the reality of isochores (6). In fact, random sequences were well known (7–10) to be much
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more homogeneous than the least heterogeneous natural DNAs, those of prokaryotes (which are, in turn, much less heterogeneous than eukaryotic DNAs). The large standard deviations reported (6) are now explained by the small size, 20 kb, of the DNA sequences investigated. Indeed, Costantini et al. (5) found that the standard deviation of GC in DNA sequences could reach a (low) plateau region only above a size of 100 kb. Below this value, standard deviations increase with decreasing sequence size because of the increasing contributions of coding sequences and, especially, of interspersed repeats (see figure 2 of ref. 5), which are characterized by their own compositional properties.

Although the above observations dissipated the doubts raised by Lander et al. (6) about the very existence of isochores, they did not explain how the approach used could fractionate five families of DNA fragments in the 25- to 100-kb size range (see refs. 11 and 12). A possible explanation, based on our previous investigations on satellite DNAs (see above), was that the gradient fractionation occurred because of different sequence-specific ligand densities on DNA fragments from the main band. In turn, the different ligand densities were likely due to different distributions of short sequences on DNA fragments from different isochrome families. This led us to explore the di- and tri-nucleotide densities on 100-kb DNA sequences derived from the five isochrome families. This work not only solved the puzzle of main band DNA fractionation but, more importantly, provided information on the "short-sequence designs" (8) of isochores and on their implications.

Results
Densities of di- and tri-nucleotides were assessed on human DNA sequences 100 kb in size as derived from different isochrome families. The comparison of such densities (Figs. 1 and 2) showed a number of differences. Indeed, among dinucleotides, the “AT set,” ApA, TpT, ApT, and TpA, showed a remarkable decrease

---

Fig. 2. Frequency of trinucleotides per 100-kb DNA sequences derived from the five isochrome families.
from the L1 to H3 families. In contrast, the “GC set,” CpC, GpG, CpG, and GpC, showed an increase, the CpG density reaching a 5-fold higher level in H3 compared with L1 isochores. In the case of trinucleotides, those containing the “AT set” of dinucleotides also showed a decrease when moving from GC-poor to -rich isochores, whereas those comprising the “GC set” showed the opposite trend. For example, the CGC density was >12-fold higher in H3 compared with L1 isochores.

The results just presented prompted an analysis of di- and tri-nucleotides in intergenic sequences, introns, and exons from different isochore families. In the case of intergenic sequences, frequency patterns were practically identical to those just reported for sequences from whole isochore families [see supporting information (SI) Fig. S1 A and B], as expected from their abundance in isochores (Figs. 1 and 2). In the case of introns, some small differences were observed, such as ApA<TpT, ApC<GpT, AAA<TTT, ACA<TGT, etc. (see Fig. S2 A and B), possibly due to the biased representation of some dinucleotides in the small-size introns.

In the case of exons, the codon frequency distribution was expected to be different from that of trinucleotides from the corresponding families and again different for different isochore families (Fig. 3). When individual codon positions were assessed in terms of nucleotide composition for isochore families of increasing GC, one could see, however, a strong decrease in A and T and an increase in G and C in third codon positions. At a progressively lesser extent, such changes could also be seen in first and second codon positions (see Fig. 4).

Because changes in second codon positions are strongly correlated with changes in the encoded amino acids, we also analyzed the frequencies of amino acids corresponding to genes located in different isochore families. This showed (see Fig. 5) that some amino acids, especially alanine and arginine but also glycine and proline (all corresponding to codons with G or C in

![Fig. 3. Frequency of codons in genes located in different isochore families.](image-url)
their second positions) showed an increase, whereas others, especially lysine, isoleucine, and asparagine (all corresponding to codons with A in their second positions), showed a decrease in proteins encoded by genes located in isochore families of increasing GC.

**Discussion**

The nearest-neighbor analysis showed that the frequencies of nucleotide doublets were usually close to those expected from a random distribution of nucleotides in prokaryotes and in most eukaryotes. Remarkable exceptions were the dinucleotides CpG and TpA, which showed a strong and a moderate shortage, respectively, in the genomes of vertebrates (13–15) and were discussed elsewhere (16–20).

Our basic observation that the densities of di- and trinucleotides from different isochore families of the human genome are different provides much more information (see below) than the results on whole genomes just mentioned. Incidentally, the first indication of such differences was obtained by finding different frequencies of A, T, G, and C in the terminal nucleotides of DNA fragments as released by spleen and snail DNAses from the major components of the human genome (ref. 21; see figure 3.8 of ref. 17).

The main conclusions reached in this work can be summed up and commented on as follows: (i) The di- and tri-nucleotide densities of Figs. 1 and 2 do account for the observation that vertebrate DNA can be fractionated in a Cs2SO4/BAMD density gradient. Indeed, although the BAMD-binding oligonucleotides have not been identified, we know that the GC-poor DNA molecules bind more BAMD and become “heavy” in the Cs2SO4 gradient. In other words, the specific oligonucleotide frequencies of DNA segments from different isochore families are indeed responsible for the fractionation achieved by using the sequence-specific ligand BAMD in a Cs2SO4 density gradient. Because the critical factor is the density of binding sites on DNA, it is understandable that fractionation is independent of sequence size in the 25- to 100-kb range.
individual isochores belonging to different families, as shown by characteristic patterns not only for different isochore families but also for segments. Costantini and Bernardi PNAS

levels (5). that match the isochore map of this chromosome based on GC CpG and TpA densities on chromosome 21 do show variations incorrect but also is contradicted by the finding (23) that the invariant both across and between chromosomes’ not only is "with minor exceptions, all dinucleotide biases are clearly average the CpG and ApT ratios obtained for different isochore (see ref. 15) and "genome signature" by Karlin and Burge (22), from a given genome, which have been called "general design". Incidentally, the observed/expected ratios for the dinucleotides 1.4-fold decrease of TpA (see Fig. 6) being particularly striking. observed in ref. 11 and further studied in refs. 19–21), the frequency ratios, even if the latter show some significant changes on the actual frequency of short sequences in the isochore interactions with a sequence-specific ligand) essentially depend stresses that the short-range interactions of DNA (e.g., the particular stacking energies, for local DNA structure has been possible, on replication timing (33).

Methods

Analysis of Di- and Tri-Nucleotides. The entire chromosomal sequences of the finished human genome assembly (UCSC release hg17; refs. 34 and 35) were partitioned into nonoverlapping 100-kb windows. The number of di- and tri-nucleotides was calculated with a script implemented by us for each segment of 100 kb. The frequency of each di- and tri-nucleotide was evaluated from its percentage in each isochore family: 36.0% in L1, 38.9% in L2, 43.1% in H1, 48.7% in H2, and 54.5% in H3 (see ref. 5). The same analysis was performed on intergenic and intronic sequences. The ratio of observed versus expected frequency was also calculated.

Analysis of Codons and Amino Acid Residues. The number of codons in the genes located in the five isochore families were calculated by using the CodonW program. The RSCU value, namely the observed frequency of a codon divided by the frequency expected if all synonymous codons for that amino acid were used equally, was calculated according to Sharp and Li (36). The number of all amino acids was calculated by using a script implemented

(ii) The point just made has a general relevance, because it stresses that the short-range interactions of DNA (e.g., the interactions with a sequence-specific ligand) essentially depend on the actual frequency of short sequences in the isochore belonging to different families and not on observed/expected frequency ratios, even if the latter show some significant changes from one family to the next, the 2-fold increase in CpG (already observed in ref. 11 and further studied in refs. 19–21), the 1.4-fold decrease of TpA (see Fig. 6) being particularly striking. Incidentally, the observed/expected ratios for the dinucleotides from a given genome, which have been called "general design" (see ref. 15) and "genome signature" by Karlin and Burge (22), average the CpG and ApT ratios obtained for different isochore families. In addition, the conclusion of Gentles and Karlin (23) that "with minor exceptions, all dinucleotide biases are clearly invariant both across and between chromosomes" not only is incorrect but also is contradicted by the finding (23) that the CpG and TpA densities on chromosome 21 do show variations that match the isochore map of this chromosome based on GC levels (5).

(iii) The frequencies of di- and tri-nucleotides provide a characteristic pattern not only for different isochore families but also for individual isochores belonging to different families, as shown by di- and tri-nucleotide analyses and by the very low standard deviations exhibited by each dinucleotide within a family (see Table S1). In other words, the "short-sequence designs" do characterize isochores originating from different families. Moreover, the weight average of the di- and tri-nucleotide frequencies, as assessed for different isochore families, perfectly matches the patterns of the human genome as shown by reconstruction experiments (data not shown).

(iv) The large differences in codon frequency distribution in different isochore families (Fig. 3) and the differences in the observed frequencies of a codon divided by the frequencies expected if all synonymous codons are used equally, Relative Synonymous Codon Usage [RSCU]; see Fig. S3] indicate strong changes in codon usage for genes located in different isochore families. These are the "compositional constraints" on codon usage first reported by Bernardi et al. (ref. 11; see also ref. 17 for a review). Moreover, they lead to the expectation (which is fulfilled; see Fig. 5) that the frequencies of amino acids encoded by the genes located in different isochore families are different. It is remarkable that amino acids that are supposed to confer thermal stability to proteins (24, 25), alanine, arginine, and, to a lesser extent, glycine and proline, increase, whereas those leading to lower stability, like lysine, asparagine, and isoleucine, decrease when encoded by genes located from L1 to H3. This point, already made by Bernardi and Bernardi (26) in their "thermodynamic stability hypothesis," which linked the higher stability at increasing GC of DNA and RNA with that of the encoded proteins, is now confirmed on the basis of all of the proteins encoded by the 18,796 human genes analyzed here.

(v) Although the importance of dinucleotide properties, in particular stacking energies, for local DNA structure has been known for a long time (27, 28), that of periodicities of ApA/ TpT/TpA and GpC in connection with position and stability of nucleosomes has been stressed only recently (29). The different densities of di- and tri-nucleotides suggest that chromatin structure may be different at the level of isochores belonging to different families. This has been demonstrated by mapping DNase-I hypersensitive sites and showing that the density of these sites on the human genome increases with increasing GC of isochores (30). At a larger scale, we already know that the GC-richest and -poorest chromosomal regions have a very different compaction, the former ones corresponding to "open chromatin," the latter ones to "closed chromatin" (31).
by us for the genes located in different isochore families. The frequency of each amino acid was evaluated from its percentage in the amino acids encoded in each isochore family.
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Fig. S1. Frequency of (A) di- and (B) tri-nucleotides per 100 kb in intergenic sequences belonging to the five isochore families. Frequencies are calculated as percentage of the total per family in Figs. S1 and S2.
Fig. S2. Frequency of (A) di- and (B) tri-nucleotides per 100 kb in intron sequences belonging to the five isochore families.
Fig. S2. Continued.
Fig. S3. Average relative synonymous codon usage (RSCU; Sharp PM, Li WH (1986) An evolutionary perspective on synonymous codon usage in unicellular organisms. J Mol Evol 24:28–38) for codons of genes located in different isochore families.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AA</th>
<th>AC</th>
<th>AG</th>
<th>AT</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>CC</th>
<th>CG</th>
<th>CT</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>GC</th>
<th>GG</th>
<th>GT</th>
<th>TA</th>
<th>TC</th>
<th>TG</th>
<th>TT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>L1</strong></td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L2</strong></td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H1</strong></td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H2</strong></td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H3</strong></td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>L1</th>
<th>L2</th>
<th>H1</th>
<th>H2</th>
<th>H3</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SD</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L1</strong></td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L2</strong></td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H1</strong></td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H2</strong></td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H3</strong></td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>